Cell level healing with Structured Water
Structured water is water that has returned to its original perfect structure as it is in
nature. Releasing harmful chemicals and additives. Even tap water can be structured
back to its original source without magnets, electricity or moving parts.
Structured water provides
*better taste in water and food
*increased vitality and energy
*increased absorption of vitamins and minerals
*vigorous plant growth
*instantaneous hydration
*balanced PH
*support of aerobic bacteria (healthy bacteria)
*increase in positive energy
Structured water removes
*chlorine, fluoride, and other chemicals
*exisiting calcium and aragonite deposits
*corrosion in pipes and machines using water (hot water heaters, dishwashers, ice
makers, etc.)
*algae growth in fish tanks and ponds
*anaerobic bacteria
*the need for as much fertilizer, environmental chemicals or soap
And that’s not all. Structured water penetrates to the cell level for healing. Releasing
cellular memory, allowing for individual programming of intentions or affirmations.
For example, “Thank you Spirit of Water for supporting my healing for my highest good.
Thank you for helping me release what I don’t need and what doesn’t serve and replacing
that with the highest level of light, love and healing.”
Miracle stories are associated with both drinking and bathing in structured water.
There was a 75 year old man with life-long eczema who bought a shower unit. Within 18
hours, 90% of his itching, burning skin irritations had disappeared.
A man had esophageal cancer. Hospitalized with severe dehydration, he was given no
chance for survival. His friend began bringing him structured water every day. He walked
out of the hospital in under four weeks, in remission.
A man with diabetes most of his life had a sore on the bottom of his foot that wouldn’t
heal. After bathing in structured water for several days, his sore disappeared.
Drinking a cup of structured water while stating healing intentions improves the quality
of the healing session at all levels: physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual.

And the list goes on.
How does this work exactly? While there are a number of water devices claiming to be
structured water devices, the best and least expensive one appears to be The Fluid
Machine, designed by Clayton Nolte. Interviewing him provided this information about
the units themselves:
“The fluid units themselves are pretty basic. There are no moving parts, no chemicals, no
filters, no magnets, no electricity needed to run this. The inside is glass and Sacred
Geometry. Sacred Geometry has to do with everything. It IS everything. Basically this
unit helps water to go back to its perfect structure that it has in nature. Structured water
has a life force energy. Anything good for life is carried on the outside of the water
molecule and easily assimilated. Anything not good for life is pulled to the inside of the
molecule and shielded. So life becomes the filter, passing through and going back into
nature. Structured water has a balanced spin of counter-rotating fields. The more
balanced the spin, the more equal, the more pure the structure. Living water in its natural
state has the same counter-rotating fields. All I’ve done is create a balanced field so
water can remember its natural state,” said Clayton.
“Structured water can’t survive in man’s world. Everything man-made is injurious to
life. No matter the amount of structured water, or what type of pipe is used, structured
water will not live beyond 300 feet in straight pipe. So if you have a whole house unit,
you need to know the location of your pipes and their relationship to each other in order
to know if you need one or two units. For example, there was a man who ordered a
house unit. His plants in the front seemed to thrive, but he still noticed hard water spots
on his dishes from the dishwasher. When we investigated, we found that he’d put the
whole house unit by the water main, as instructed, but he had two hundred feet of
driveway! The three hundred feet rule seems to be very consistent. It’s just the way it is.
Once he installed a second unit closer to his kitchen, he was very satisfied with the
results.
“In nature, there’s always a however. In ten miles of pipe with structured water in the
pipe, if you have a shut off at one end, all ten miles of water will be structured within
minutes. Water entrains within minutes, both forward and backward within the pipe.
“Structured water is highly stable. It frees excess oxygen. It supports aerobic bacteria and
kills anaerobic bacteria. Consuming structured water instantly hydrates the cells. In the
QXCI machine, you would instantly see the results in twenty-two seconds, from the time
you think you’re going to pick up the glass and drink from it. What happens when you
drink tap water, your body expends around one hundred KW of energy to be hydrated.
With structured water, your hydration is instantaneous and your energy can do what it’s
meant to do. It resets your DNA and RNA back to before circumstances and pollution.

“Once a plant is given structured water, it receives far more nutrition from the air. Once
it contains its predisposition of source and vitality, then regardless of pollution, it can
receive its life force from the air.
“Placing structured water, a container of structured water in the environment will pull out
negativity and toxins from the environment. It will structure a glass of non-structured
water just sitting close by.”
Are there any negative effects to the units themselves or to structured water?
“Well, once you start using this on your garden, be prepared to always use it. Birds and
other wildlife will demand it. Plants will demand it. The units will break down in
prolonged sunlight. The outside is PVC pipe, so find a way to shelter it. If you’re in a
cold zone, don’t leave water in it when it starts to freeze. Take it inside.”
For more information on The Fluid Machine visit,
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-4314331739287791715
or visit, http://www.spiritofwater.org
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